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OK Doctor Ling I suspect it is dog sperm in the girl Ada’s vagina”. I will go in and see her now. Keep
the 2 girls Wing and Wan that brought her in separate. so I can see if this claim by Ada that she had
sex with a man is true. You think she was raped I think she is one of these Chinese dog fuckers. I
think that the sisters Wing and Wan are involved, but I must find out if they have any dogs.

The pretty girl Ada is laying in the examining room covered by a sheet,thesheet over her pussy is
wet with the cum that has leaked from her silky haired pussy. Only a dog cums that much unless she
was gangbanged by a bunch of men. But she isnt claiming that.

How are you Ada? i must ask you a few questions Dr ling seems to think you were raped.

No I wasnt raped. I was with a white man with a big cock, too big for my chinese body.

I can see by her sweet almond shaped eyes that she is lying.

Ada I must look for something, to do that I must lift the sheet off you for a second. she closes her
eyes and nods. i lift the sheet to expose a pretty Chinese girls body. Small breasts large nipples pale
smooth skin and a silky haired pussy leaking cum onto the pad under her. She grunts softly in pain
when she moves.

As I see what i am looking for I say “Ada the man really was too big for you wasnt he?” I believe you
werent raped by men. I will tell Dr Ling so. She tries to close her legs modestly. but I have seen what
i was looking for, Ada has had sex with a dog, I can see the scratches left by the dog’s dew claws on
her sides above her hips while he fucked he so hard and deep.

Smiling I drop the sheet back my cock hardening at thre thought of this girl being fucked like a bitch
by a big male dog. “Ada I will go talk to your friends now and check on thier stories .”

I see the flash of rear cross her face, she is hoping Wing and Wan dont slip up and say something
wrong.

I go to the room where WIng is sitting. “Wing please give me your address so if I need to ask you
more question I know where to find you.”
“you will let me go?”
“No Wing I must talk to Wan next and you need to wait and see if Ada is ready to go home now.”
Oh by the way Wing do you own any dogs”?
Her face clouds for a second with a guilty flash,
“what do you mean?” she stammers
“Wing I wanted to know if you own a dog for protection, its smart for pretty girls like you to have
one.”
“Oh yes, she relaxes, we have a small half terrier and a Dalmation.”
I think of Ada being fucked by a Dalmation it makes my cock hard. I adjust it in my pants letting
Wing see me do it. She demurly averts her lovely eyes sweet and lady like until she glances back to
check the size of my white mans cock. Its bigger than the average Chinamans cock, of course this
girl or at least Ada knows what a dogs cock feels like inside her body. All 3 of them will know more
about dog and man cock before Im through with them.
I keep thinking I must have these girls espically Wing Wing under my control her sexy little chinese
body is so desirable. and if she fucks and sucks dogs or I can get her to do them it will be a dream
come true. I go to Wan next to aske her a few questions.
“Wan how are you”?
She is I see also nervous Wan is a nice looking girl she doesnt have the high cheekbones of the



beautiful orental face but I can see she has a nice body.
Wan gives me the same stories as the other 2 with differences that help prove that they are all lying.
Making a desicion I call my assistant Wang to install cameras and listening devices in the girls
house. Next time Wan and Wing fuck a dog at home I will know it.

Two days later with their house under surveillance I know that they are alone in there. I can see
wing on camera in the bedroom her lovely chinese body is laying on the bed. her legs are open
exposing her silky haired pussy to the tongue of the little terrier dog Lok. Wings hips rotate in a sexy
grinding motion against the dogs tongue. while she rubs her little breasts pulling at the hard dark
niples now and then. Eyes closed she is nearing an orgasm, probably the first of several as she will
offer her body to both dogs and her sister Wan before the evening is over.

Wan is no where in sight until she comes in naked from a shower. The same size as Wing she also is
a nice looking chinese girl typical small breasted and short in stature. Climbing on the bed with
Wing she straddles her then lowers her shower damp sweet pussy to Wing’s mouth. as wing’s tongue
goes to work Wan throws her head back eyes closed enjoying her sisters attentions to her hot slit.
Soon they are both gyrating in a sex dance as old as time. I can see the oragsms ripple thru thier
small sexy frames. The dog licking wing’s dark lipped pussy gets his tongue deep inside. as wings
tongue does the same to Wan, squirling into her wet vagina.

Tired of licking pussy Lok mounts his sexy human wife. His hard red cock slides easily into Wing’s
bitch pussy. Pumping deep he spreads he slit with his purple red cock. Humping hard into the hot
wet hole, he fucks her like a bitch. Wing raises her legs wanting more and more and getting it from
the hard fucking Lok.

Wing her moans muffled by Wans grinding pussy on her face cums again as does Wan.

Her pussy knotted now like a bitches cunt by the little dog is filled with hot spurting cum. Wing
begsfor the dog to give her puppies.

“Cum in me” make me your bitch” fuck me” I want your babiesssssssssss”

“fill me with dog cum, knot my pussy, Pleaseeeeee”

a sex babble that goes on and on while she cums like a dog slut. My cock is rock hard as I watch
these 2 sweet looking Chinese girls become dog cunts.

Rubbing her lovely breasts Wan watches her sister fucking the dog knowing that she will soon be
mounted by Pak the Dalmation.  then she and Wing will  suck the dog sperm from each other
swallowing the dog and chink love juicy from each others slits.

Then I will have enough evidence to blackmail thse to into more and more depraved sex.

The next morning I call Wing at her job and tell her to come to my office after work bringing Wan
and the dogs pak and lok. when she asks why i tell her its possible i will make a commerical with her
dogs and pay her a fee for it. She reluctantly agrees to come.

****

When they arrive and i are show into my office I play the tape made the night before of them with
the dogs. It is a survalence tape of course and the quality isnt that good but it shows enough that
both of the girls could be identifed. wam blushes and says nothing but Wing the prettier of the 2 and
more outgoing starts to make denials and protests. I silence her with the words that I will show the



tapes to her freinds family her boos and the police. trapped she falls silent finally asking what will I
do with the tapes if she cooperates with me.

“Wing you and Wan will make more tapes for me good quality ones this time which I will sell in the
US but not here in the Orient.”

“Also you will you will get several of your girls friends that I know or suspect to your house and have
them fuck and suck the dogs pak and lok so they also will make animal movies for me.”

“All of you will also fuck men or [SPAM] of men and thier dogs and maybe other animals in shows
that I put on.”

wan asks,”what other friends?”

I answer,” Rebecca, Yvonne, Michelle, and Ada of course.”

“what other animals?”

“Maybe donkies or ponies, but right now its time for you to make your first tapes for me. Both of you
will go now into my studio and fuck Pak and Lok in front of the cameras.”

When they refused to move I pick up the phone and dail a number of the police, saying I will tell
them and your parents what is on the tapes I have.

Wing then Wan get up and are led to the studio The set up is ready and I tell them to strip and get
on the bed and that Wing will service both Lok and then Pak with Wan helping her. Then the 2 of
them will suck and lick each other silky haired pussies clean.

Wing thinking of giving both her dog lovers her soft young body removes her white silk blouse and
blue skirt. exposing her soft pale skin body to all of us. her black silky haired pussy already getting
wet from excitement, even though she doesnt want to fuck dogs in front of others. Espically this
white devil with the beard that wants to make a slut of her.

Nude except for dark stockings covering her slim sexy legs Wing lays down on the bed. Opening her
legs to expose her ff.gif wet pussy almost reached by the stockings. the stockings that lead the way
to her doggy breeding hole above her tight virgin ass hole. Wan nude now also takes Wings slim
ankles and lifts them high and wide to offer Wings pussy to Lok.

Larry lifts the horny little white terrier dog onto the bed. Lok knowing that he will get to breed his
Chinese wife after licking her, strains to get to her pussy. Looking like a white mop with a long pink
tongue her gets between his mistresses legs and starts to lick the sweet love juice leaking from her
lips. With a soft moan Wing responds as she always does to the hot dogs tongue in her crotch. In a
few licks the silky smooth pubic hair is wet and glistens in the bright movie lights. Wings young sexy
hips hump and grind in the air enjoying the little dogs tongue. Excited by the girls hot pussy juices
Lok’s cock hardens. The hard pink shaft emerges from the white hair sheath. From white fur it will
go into a black haired girl pussy. To give his sperm to her deep inside the hot girls womb searching
for eggs to impregnate.

But right now Wing holds the dog’d muzzle to her hot wet pussy for him to lick her to a cum. She
loves this the hot slithering tongue sliding into her little love hole. Her lips are puffed and redened
with excitement. The dark lips wet wit dog saliva and love juicey leaking more and more from her.

Her hips jerk upwards against the dogs mouth and a sweet cum ripples through her small frame.



Moaning softly she cums in the dogs hot pleasure giving tongue. Sex words in Chinese tumble from
her half open mouth, lost in canine passion with her dark eyes half closed. Wing rides the dogs
tongue to cum after cum grinding and humping her pussy faster and faster. Wan holding the ankles
high and wide grinds her cunt against Wing’s face, leaking her own love juice onto her sister.

When both the girls cum, Wan from her sister hot tongue flashing its love message against her clit.
Then Wing from the dogs hot pink tongue on her darlk lipped pussy. Lok knows that after he makes
the girl cum with his tongue he can fuck her and shoot his cum into her. feeling Wing’s pussy pulsate
on his tongue Lok’s cock grows harder and ready for his wifes breeding.

Lok shifts position getting his cock to the saliva soaked slit that he loves so much. wing helps him
get ready knowing the pleasure the little dogs cock and knot will give her. Lok stabs his cock at her
on the 3 rd try his meat sinks into the black haired hole he loves. The white dog rapidly fucks deeply
into the black rimmed hole of the gyrating hips of the girl.

Wing wraps her slender pale legs arond the hips of her canine lover urging him on to greater depths
in her body. she wants all of the dogs cock as deep as possible so he can send his sperm into her
womb. She loves the sensation of the jets of hot cum firing into her sexy womans places. Using her
legs to hold the dog deep in her she feels the swelling of the knot filling her opening. It will seal the
little dogs cum into her while the sperm swim to her eegs and impregnate them. Lok wants to give
his wife his puppies, its why he breeds his chinese bitch so hard.

Wing feeling the knot swell in her filled fuck hole wants the cum to find her eggs and fill her with
her canine lovers pups.  She wants to feel  them grow in her belly.  Wing wants to suckle her
chinkmongrel babies like she has seen Rebecca suckle her baby. Warm sweet milk flowing from her
dark nipples into her puppies mouths.

But right now wing wants Lok to cum deep inside her so she can hold the sperm deep in her soft
sexy body. Her dark nippled small lovely breasts swell with lust for her dog husband. As the white
dog cums into his misstresses body his jetting hot cum sets Wing into ectascy. Her pussy pulsates
trying to milk more cum into her body from the dogs swollen hard cock. feeling the cunt clasp at his
cock lok shoots more cum into Wing Wing. Lok and wing Wing are husband and wife, Stud and bitch,
two species trying so hard to breed.

The cameras rolling record Wing and Lok loving and fucking. The squishing love sounds made as the
thrusting cock slides in and out of the girls now gaping horny fuck hole. The extra large cum load
oozes from the slurping cunt of the girl past the stretching dogs knot. The filling knot that makes his
womans pussy bigger each time but it needs to be bigger for the pups that may soon need to pass
down her channel into the world for all to see.

Pak awaits his turn in her pussy. The pussy that he has penetrated so many times before with its soft
straight hair covered dark lips. The lips her slender fingers have spread open so lovingly first for his
long slick tongue. The tongue that goes so deeply into the moist pink pleasure hole. As it does the
tongue slides over and across the little love bump protruding there from the top of the inner folds
that open like soft pink petals.

Petals that are now snug around a hard pink dog cock and knot. Petals that cant hold back to flow of
girl and dog love juices down along the inner and outer lips. Making a small pool beneath the
rounded bottom after slowly flowing down filtered through the silky hair surrounding the love hole
of the girl.

Wing will soon hold open her pink petals for the Dalmation’s bigger cock to be thrust even deeper



that Lok’s is now. This time she will offer her body on hands and knees like she is really a bitch to be
bred by her white with dark spots fucking beast. The beast that grasping her with strong forelegs
will drive his cock deep into her willing body.

Time has passed and Lok’s knot has shrunk enough to slip easily out of the cum lubricated cunt it
has been lodged in. With a wet juicy noise the dogs cock pops out followed by a gush of sperm to run
down the sides of Wings hole to pool there under her. She doesn’t notice the now cool sperm puddle
there she only wants more cock in her as soon as possible.

Rolling onto her side then moving up onto all fours wiggling her pale rounded ass in invitation to her
waiting Dalmatian. Pak mounts his bitch mistress his white furred body covering the small mole on
her left ass cheek. Spreading her knees to expose her cum leaking pussy to Pak, wing is rewarded
with a quick penetration of dog meat into her sexy fuck hole.

Her sigh of pleasure as he hooks his dark spotted forelegs over the sexy curve of her hips above the
pale rounded pleasure globes of her waiting ass. The sigh continues and turns into a soft moan of
sheer pleasure as the dog cock is driven deep into her slick waiting pussy. Quickly setting up a deep
fucking motion Pak is in control of his bitch Wing Wing. Wing has become in her mind a chink bitch
to be bred over and over. Lost in animal passion she only wants to be used continuously by the
animal she accepts as her lover and even her mate.

Her sexy pink petals are stretched farther open for this lovers dog cock, thicker and longer it goes
deeper giving pleasure laced with flashes of exquisite pain. The dog fucks like a machine pounding
his rod as deep and as fast as possible into Wing.

Pak drives ever deeper into his chinese wife Her pussy opening for his thrusting red cock. wing loves
this but even though she is a nice young lady dog passion has taken over her brain. She wants more
and more. she wants her body used like never before. I can hear her saying so in her midless dog
cumming pasion she doesnt know really what she is saying. But as they both cum I can hear what
she wants even though it far nastier than anything she has done in her innocence.

Pak fills her dark petaled passion hole with his spurts of cum. Cum that will run then ooze from her
for hours. wetly reminding her of her dark spottedf lover. Spots that she wouls like to have on her
body and her babies. Wing is proud of her nipples, the 2 dark areas reminding her of her husbands
body spots.

Hearing her desires I will fullfill her nasty wishes, for tomorrow she will be gang banged by a pack
of at least 10 dogs. They will use her small tender body repeatedly, filling her womb and love
channel to the brim with loads of dog cum. My specially trained pack will not knot her so they can
quickly give way to each other. fucking her one after the other.

****

Wing is ready the next day for her gang bang dressed in a red silk chongsam, black stockings, her
pale leg flashing from the slit as she walks to me. This 5’ 1” tall petite Chinese girl with tiny 34A
breast with shy sweet smile on her soft lovely face she nods that she is ready. Her red high heel not
only make her look taller but also her figure shows and her bare breasts are clearly outline through
her chongsam. First I show her the new dog collar and leash. Her eyes glow with lust as I put the
red leather around her neck fastening the shiny chrome buckle. She saw her name in rhinestones
saying “Wing Wing” on it. Then I tell her she will be blindfolded so she can’t see what’s happening or
what is coming next. She told me that she was a bit nervous and worry because she was ovulating
today and she might get pregnant. I put the hood fits over her head covering her eyes completely but



her mouth is free for her to talk or suck cocks and told her “ It will be more forbidden that you don’t
know who is the father of your babies until they go out from your black haired Chinese cunt?”

I lead her to the breeding room where the crowd awaits, when she reaches the center of the floor
she strips slowly as she has been told. Exposing her lovely small breasts 34A with the dark nipples
brings a sigh of appreciation from the crowd. Then her chongsam lowered to the floor exposes her
narrow waist then hips. Hips that frame a beauitful pale rounded ass on one side. The kind of ass
that men dream of at night while the hump and fuck the pussy hole below it. In front her hips give
way to a flat tummy above a silken haired mound that is the object of cocks of man and beast to
enter.

Wing Wing leaves on the dark stockings that frame her soft thighs and contrast with the pale skin
beneath. I lead her with her new collar and leash past the crowd that reaches out and touches her
Asian loveliness. Fingers probe her interment places bringing hisses of appreciation from the crowd
and soft pleasure noises from her soft lipped mouth. The people can all see the moisture forming at
her full dark lipped pussy. She is eager for what will happen next.

Lead on her leash back to the center of the room and told to get on her hands and knees on the soft
mat. While she is doing this, our 2 special guests are brought in and are brought to her to explore
the hole that will soon be filled with dog cocks. They approve of her pussy and its preparation for
breeding. They got to their seats to listen to the proceedings; they will not see the show as they are
blindfolded also.

It’s at this time I place the sonogram scanner to her stomach, as an extra attraction the crowd will
be able to see the dog cocks moving inside her love channel. And watch the cock head spear past her
cervix and show the jets of sperm shooting into her womb. As each dog unloads his puppy making
sperm into her we will watch her body fills inside. When her womb is filled the crowd will cheer on
the sperm searching for her eggs to impregnate. Her eggs found and drilled into for the purpose of
making human dog babies inside her body. Wing will produce chinkmongrel babies that look like
what they will be bastard cross specie Chinese dogs.

On hands and spread knees Wing is flushed with excitement and a little embarrassment. She is a
proper young lady caught up by passions and desires that control her more than she can control.
She wants to stop but cannot her body’s lusts drive her mind to want this. By now the lips and hair
around her waiting hole glisten with creamy love lubricant produced by her body. As the first dog is
brought to her by Wan she wiggles her rear excited. Wan nude also reaches to her slit and brings
Wings odor to the large Shepherds nose. Sniffing Wan’s fingers the dog knows Wing is ready for his
cock and strains to mount this young bitch girl. Wan increases her sister’s sexual excitement by
pinching lightly and pulling at her dark nipples.

The dog mounts his girl  and Wan guides the hard dog cock to Wing’s hole, horny from being
deprived sex for a week the shepherd fucks into the cunt under him. Trained to get his forelegs over
his female human partners shoulders puts him in complete control of them. Wing is held near
helpless before the onslaught of cock ramming back and forth into her soft willing young body. Each
driving thrust brings a grunt of pleasure from her lips, followed by soft but nasty exhortations to
fuck her harder and deeper.

As Wan feels and plays with Wings breasts belly and pussy, a spectator comes up to move the
scanner to show the swollen dog cock moving in her body. From outside and in it obvious Wing is
being fucked by brute force beyond her control. This dog and the others have turned her into a
bitch’s cunt for their use. On the monitor we can see the dog dick ramming back and forth inside
her. In ghostly black and white the cock spears its way to her cervix. Then pushing past it into her



womb causing a splitting sensation inside Wing’s used body. That brings more pleadings for more
cock from her sexy dog lover.

Wing can hear the comments made by the watchers calling her a dog slut and canine whore. Both
oriental and occidental voices are heard, it embarrasses her that some voices are Chinese and
urging her on in depravity. They call her names while watching a dog fuck her outside. Inside
though the scanner they see a moving cock jet sperm into her womb. A pistoning dog dick brings
pleasure and cum to Wing’s body.

Dr ling comes in to admire the little Chinese girl being mated by the big canine. He is ready to give
her a shot so she will be impregnated by the dogs waiting to mate with her. He knows now that the
shots work and wishes to prove to the world that he can breed what he calls chinkmongrels.

“I will be famous” he thinks.

Wing in the throes of a hot dogcum in her pussy orgasm doesn’t even notice the sharp needle enter
her pretty pale butt. Mated with the dog she doesn’t care for anything but dog cock inside her little
body. Sperm flows into her and its all she cares about.

Dr. Ling has also brought his new hormone shots for the dogs they will fuck Wing. The shots will
increase sperm production, make the sperm stronger with a great sideeffect of making the dog
hornier and fuck longer. He smiles at the thought of her long dog fucking night ahead of her. She
will end the evening pregnant with puppies from multiple male dogs and having had the fucking of
her life. Her silky haired vagina will truly be a dog cunt filled with sperm from womb to her sexy
dark lipped enterance.

In a short time the shot takes effect both inside and outside the sexy young girls body, her full dark
nipples harden. Her silky haired pussy lips swell and lubricated for the coming cum her sexy body
wants and needs. Inside her belly more her lovely eggs are moved to her womb. Those Chinese eggs
will be waiting to be penetrating by the strong doggie sperm. New life will be create and wing’d
womb will be new home for the new chinkmongrels!

Inside the girls body eggs are formed and ripened for impregnation. The ready eggs are multiple and
ready to be Wings first litter of pups. Her body is ready for the dogs to fill her small womb with their
sperm to make her pregnant.
The next dog one called Dick Dick a Rottweiler with a huge cock and massive sperm laden balls is
ready to breed this little Chinese girl positioned for him. Wings lubricated pussy gives off the sex
odors that have the dog arroused and ready to breed this soft sexy little dog bitch. His hard red cock
extended and ready to penetrate the soft silkyhaired fuck hole exposed before him.

Wing hearing the future father of her babies moans softly in anticipation, she wants this breeding.
She wants to be a dog mother like she is a dog wife to the pack that awaits using breeding and filling
her body for their pleasure.

The mounting of the big dog is swift and sure ramming his hard red cock into the silken haired slick
hole is quick and deep. The following humping motions swiftly sink the cock into the regal looking
Chinese girls vagina clear to her waiting cervix. Rapid thrusting into Wing’s vagina the dog gives
both of them pleasure with his strokes.

Her moans from her soft sexy lips with her lovely eyes closed in sheer pleasure excite the dog to
greater depths and faster thrusts. Wings soft warm pussy gives Dick Dick more pleasure that any
other he has ever used. He can tell this girl loves his cock and will want it often. Spurred on to
greater lust the 2 interspieces lovers slam thier bodies back and forth against each other. Meeting



each other in slamming lust.

Dick Dick ramming deep knots his girl making her into his chinkbitch. breeding her like a bitch he
shoots his jets of hot puppy making sperms into her silken furred hole. They both want his puppies to
grow inside her sweet soft body.

Jet after jet of sperm flows into Wing’s hole, her hole that is now a dog hole now and forever. Sweet
though she is, Wing is now a dog fucking chink bitch. Moaning she takes his cock and cum wanting
it all. His great knot holds his cum inside while the sperms swim to searching out her lovely eggs.
They will join with her eggs making chinkmongrel babies in her womb. Knotted he drains his balls
into her pale skinned sexy body.

After he has filled his sweet chinese girl with his sperm his knot shrinks and his once hard red cock
slides from her pussy. Leaving the dark lipped dog pussy oozing dog cum, but she tries to squeeze it
shut holding the cum of her black dog husband inside to make her pregnant. I help her in this by
holding my hand over her silken dog jism running hole, I too want Dick’s cum to remain inside her
womb. so i hold my hand tightly over Wing’s dog cunt until the next dog is ready to mount and
penetrate her.

Wing,  Dr.  ling and I  want  all  these dogs sperm to remain inside her  as  long as  possible  for
impregnation. if each of them finds and egg inside her and she has puppies by 4, 6, or even all 12 of
the dogs that gang bang her Asian body tonight its fine with us.

Quickly another dog is brought to her, ready to fuck her because he has heard and smelled her
readiness to be bred like a bitch tonight. This dog a German Shepherd is hard and ready to slide his
ridged cock into her cum slickened pussy. His massive fuck pole will slide into her silken walled
pussy in the cum of the 2 previous dogs. keeping the cum deep in her while he pumps his own into
her womb, filling it more fully than the first 2.

With a sigh of pleasure wing eagerly accepts the shepherd’s assault on her open dark lips, at the
second try his pole finds her hole and he humps and fucks his cock quickly deep into her. With
forelegs around her slim waist, he pulls her back onto his thrusting cock. His strong arched back
uses all his strength to drive his angry red cock deep into her body. Repeatedly Wing’s dog husband
rams his cock into her willing body. Wing wanting the fucking she is taking pushes back on the
thrusting dog cock to receive more of it faster. She wants her husband sperm to reach her waiting
ripe eggs and join with them to make cross breed babies with her.

Babies that will look like both her Chinese loveliness and her dog husbands. Babies with pale skin
and dark fur showing that they are crossbreed chinkmongrels. One baby from the Dalmatian Pak
with white but dark spotted fur. Dark spots that the dark large nipples on her small but lovely
shaped full breasts. Dog babies she wants and dog babies she will have. Dr Lings shot is working
each of her canine lovers tonight will make a puppy inside her body. Puppies that will nurse on her
breasts, chewing and suckling nursing milk from them. Milk that will make them grows big and
strong so that the males among them will be able to breed their chinkbitch mother like their fathers
did.


